
THE PRINCESS CONSORT HAS A LETHAL DESTINY 

 

Chapter 603: A Method to Treat His Illness 

Under the Five Dragon Incantation, lightning flashed and thunder rumbled. With the help of the Seven 

Star Bagua Formation, a group of vengeful spirits hissed and howled. 

 

At this moment, even the spirits that had come to help were trembling with fear. 

 

They did not have any evil energy on them, so they were not targeted. However, the majesty was truly 

frightening, and they did not dare to move. 

 

The ghouls did not dare to move, nor did Li Qingyu. 

 

Before Master Mo’s sparkly incantation appeared, he felt the ghouls touch his face, scratch his neck, and 

even stare at him to make him study. 

 

Since the incantation was casted… he saw the ghouls staring at him malevolently. 

 

He gulped. 

 

His gaze shifted to the Crown Prince and Xie Pinggang outside. 

 

They really were in two different worlds. The place was filled with blood and rain where he was, and it 

was peaceful outside the formation. They only had to deal with some snakes, insects, rats, and ants. It 

was not difficult at all! 

 



The both of them came to the temple together, so why was the difference so great? 

 

Why was he the only one who was scared?! 

 

Li Qingyu’s eyes were red. He tried hard to grab his wound and his mind instantly became clearer. 

 

However, he was a little muddle-headed again. His mind was in a mess just now. What was he thinking 

about? 

 

On Xie Qiao’s side, the situation had almost stabilized. 

 

“Retrieve!” Xie Qiao’s expression was calm. 

 

She took out a soul-summoning banner and captured all those vengeful spirits inside. 

 

She was very straightforward. 

 

There was nothing left. The scene was quiet. As for Li Qingyu, he was dumbstruck and his face was pale. 

 

When the others saw that the wind around them was gone and that it was not as cold as before, they 

walked over from that direction. 

 

“What happened just now?” Zhao Xuanjing was very curious. Li Qingyu’s expression was really 

interesting. 

 

“Master, the dragon is gone…” Li Qingyu was confused. 

 



Xie Qiao smiled slightly. “That’s the Five Dragon Incantation. It’s a talisman inscribed with the Crown 

Prince’s blood. There aren’t many people in the world who can inscribe this talisman. I’m talented, so I 

know a thing or two about it.” 

 

Zhao Xuanjing had always wanted to ask Xie Qiao about something. 

 

“I visited the Yuxu Temple. At that time, the Taoist master also said that my blood is good.” Zhao 

Xuanjing thought for a moment and said it anyway. Seeing Xie Qiao’s eyes wide open, he quickly asked, 

“Why?” He quickly asked again, “It’s just that… During the Winter Clothes Festival, I’ve also stained your 

talisman with my blood. Why was it… not useful at all?” 

 

“Why did you go to the Yuxu Temple? Can’t you talk to me about anything?” Xie Qiao frowned. 

 

What did he mean? Did he think that she was not good enough? 

 

Zhao Xuanjing felt guilty. 

 

Xie Qiao snorted. “Whether this blood can be used depends on who uses it. Besides… I’ve done a lot of 

good things in the past few months and saved many people. My body has become more stable, so this 

blood is naturally purer than before.” 

 

If everyone could use blood to inscribe talismans, why would she be needed? 

 

In fact, the Crown Prince’s blood was not very useful. It should only be a little stronger than before. 

 

However, with her Five Dragon Incantation, the dragon energy in this blood could be maximized. 

 

“I’ve done many good deeds in the past.” Zhao Xuanjing frowned and was confused. 



 

Over the years, a lot of cases had been solved, and the people who benefited from it were countless. 

 

“Perhaps…” Xie Qiao thought for a moment. “As the Crown Prince, it’s your duty to make decisions for 

the living and the well-being of the people. Therefore, even if you do a lot and receive little in return, it’s 

different if you call the shots for the souls of the dead… You get a lot of good karma, so it can make up 

for your shortcomings?” 

 

Xie Qiao could not be sure. After all, she had never seen such a situation before. 

 

However, in any case, it was also a method to treat the Crown Prince’s illness! 


